Recent technical developments have enabled the transcriptomes of hundreds of cells to be assayed in an unbiased manner, opening up the possibility that new subpopulations of cells can be found. However, the effects of potential confounding factors, such as the cell cycle, on the heterogeneity of gene expression and therefore on the ability to robustly identify subpopulations remain unclear. We present and validate a computational approach that uses latent variable models to account for such hidden factors. We show that our single-cell latent variable model (scLVM) allows the identification of otherwise undetectable subpopulations of cells that correspond to different stages during the differentiation of naive T cells into T helper 2 cells. Our approach can be used not only to identify cellular subpopulations but also to tease apart different sources of gene expression heterogeneity in single-cell transcriptomes.
A n A ly s i s
Recent technical developments have enabled the transcriptomes of hundreds of cells to be assayed in an unbiased manner, opening up the possibility that new subpopulations of cells can be found. However, the effects of potential confounding factors, such as the cell cycle, on the heterogeneity of gene expression and therefore on the ability to robustly identify subpopulations remain unclear. We present and validate a computational approach that uses latent variable models to account for such hidden factors. We show that our single-cell latent variable model (scLVM) allows the identification of otherwise undetectable subpopulations of cells that correspond to different stages during the differentiation of naive T cells into T helper 2 cells. Our approach can be used not only to identify cellular subpopulations but also to tease apart different sources of gene expression heterogeneity in single-cell transcriptomes.
Single-cell measurements of gene expression, using imaging techniques such as RNA-FiSH (fluorescence in situ hybridization), have provided important insights into the kinetics of transcription and cell-to-cell variation in gene expression [1] [2] [3] . However, such approaches can examine the expression of only a small number of genes in each experiment, thus restricting our ability to examine co-expression patterns and to robustly identify subpopulations of cells. Protocols have been developed to overcome these limitations by amplifying small quantities of mRNA 4, 5 , which, in combination with microfluidics approaches for isolating individual cells 6, 7 , have been used to analyze the co-expression of tens to hundreds of genes in single cells 8, 9 . These protocols also allow the entire transcriptome of large numbers of single cells to be assayed in an unbiased way. This was initially done using microarrays 10, 11 but is more often now done using next-generation sequencing [12] [13] [14] [15] . Such approaches have been used to model early embryogenesis in the mouse 16 and to investigate bimodality in gene expression patterns of differentiating immune cell types 17 .
After the generation of single-cell RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) profiles from hundreds of cells, one goal to identify subpopulations that share a common gene-expression profile. Some of these subpopulations may represent previously unidentified cell types. Additionally, by studying patterns of gene expression in different single cells, insights into the regulatory landscape of each cell population can be obtained.
However, methods for identifying subpopulations of cells and modeling their gene regulatory landscapes are only now beginning to emerge 18, 19 . To fully exploit single-cell RNA-seq data, we have to account for the random noise inherent to such data sets 20 and, equally important, to account for different hidden factors that might result in gene expression heterogeneity. Although the importance of accounting for unobserved factors is well established in bulk RNA-seq studies [21] [22] [23] , robust approaches to detect and account for confounding factors in single-cell RNA-seq studies remain to be developed. Here, we describe a computational approach that uses latent variable models to reconstruct such hidden factors from the observed data. We validate our scLVM using a population of staged mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs), before applying it to study T helper 2 (T H 2) cell differentiation. We show that scLVM facilitates the identification of physiologically meaningful subpopulations of cells, which cannot otherwise be found.
RESULTS

Cell cycle variation affects global gene expression
Single-cell RNA-seq is now commonly used to study cell differentiation 15, 24 . Here, we reanalyzed data from a single-cell RNA-seq experiment that was originally designed to study the differentiation of naive T cells into T H 2 cells 25 . Briefly, a population of naive Cd4 + T helper cells were activated and polarized with interleukin (IL)-4 to induce differentiation toward a T H 2 subtype. At 4.5 d poststimulation, cells were sorted into a G4P group (fourth generation, IL-13-GFP + cells) and a G2N group (second generation, IL-13-GFP − cells). Subsequently, these two groups of cells were pooled in equal proportions. From this pool, a set of 96 asynchronously dividing cells (including both fully and partially differentiated cells) was captured using the Fluidigm C1 system, and sequencing libraries were prepared and processed. After quality control and accounting for technical noise, RNA-seq data for 81 cells and 7,073 genes A n A ly s i s with variation in their expression level above technical noise were considered for analysis (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
The cell cycle is known to have wide-ranging effects on cellular physiology 26, 27 and can modulate both differentiation and gene expression profiles 28 (Fig. 1a) . Cells that are analyzed during development are likely to be in different stages of the cell cycle 28 . When we examined sets of genes whose expression is known to be associated with different cell-cycle stages, we observed that their expression levels varied considerably among single cells (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Although variation in gene expression that is linked to the cell cycle can provide important biological insights, in many contexts such variation might mask other more physiologically important differences in gene expression between cells.
Importantly, variation in gene expression that is linked to the cell cycle is not restricted to well-annotated cell-cycle marker genes. When we examined a set of moderately to highly variable genes that have not previously been associated with the cell cycle, we observed that 2,881 genes (44%) showed a significant correlation of gene expression with at least one cell-cycle gene (P < 0.05, Bonferroni adjusted; Supplementary Fig. 2) . Therefore, merely removing the set of annotated cell-cycle genes before performing downstream analyses is likely to be unsuccessful because it would not enable all effects independent of the cell cycle to be detected.
Development of scLVM to account for effects of the cell cycle
We used scLVM to address the confounding effects of the cell cycle. In this type of computational approach, one first reconstructs the cellcycle state (or other unobserved factors) and then uses this information to infer 'corrected' gene expression levels. This two-step approach enables the effect of unobserved factors on gene expression heterogeneity to be accounted for in downstream analyses, thereby allowing us to study variation in gene expression levels that is independent of the cell cycle. Moreover, for each gene whose expression is analyzed, our method allows the relative contribution of any reconstructed factors that affect cell-to-cell variation in expression to be determined. A schematic overview of the approach is shown in Figure 1b .
To validate our method, we generated single-cell RNA-seq data from mESCs using the Fluidigm C1 protocol, where the cell-cycle status of each cell is known a priori. We assayed the transcriptional profile of 182 ESCs that had been staged for cell-cycle phase (G1, S and G2M) based on sorting of the Hoechst 33342-stained cell area of a flow cytometry (FACS) distribution. In the fitting stage, scLVM uses the expression profiles of a relatively small set of 892 annotated cell-cycle genes (Supplementary Table 1 ) to recover a covariance matrix that accounts for cell-to-cell heterogeneity due to the cell cycle (Supplementary Fig. 3 Figs. 3-5) . Subsequently, for all remaining genes, we used scLVM to estimate the proportion of variance in expression across cells that is explained by technical noise, biological variability and cell cycle. This approach can also be used to create a 'corrected' gene expression data set, in which the effect of the identified factor(s) is removed, which can be used as the input for existing analysis methods. scLVM is related to approaches for modeling variability in bulk mRNA expression studies 21, 22 and to methods used in genome-wide association studies in which the relatedness between individuals is inferred from genotype 29 and/or expression levels 30 and then accounted for in downstream analyses using linear mixed models.
As the cell-cycle stage of each cell is known in our data set, we can compare the scLVM estimates of the proportion of variance explained by the cell cycle with the gold standard values obtained when using the annotation of individual cells based on the Hoechst staining (FACS). We observed a striking correlation (r 2 = 0.91) between our scLVM estimates and the gold standard values, providing confidence in the efficacy of our approach (Fig. 2a) . The model fit and these estimates for the variance explained by the cell cycle were consistent when a much smaller gene set containing only tens of genes was used to train the model (Supplementary Fig. 5a-g ) and when alternative metrics were applied to quantify the proportion of variation explained by the cell cycle (Supplementary Fig. 5h ). This suggests that scLVM can be used to robustly recover and estimate the variance due to unobserved factors from relatively small gene sets that annotate these factors. Additionally, we examined how many pairs of genes had significantly correlated patterns of expression across cells (i) without cell-cycle correction, (ii) with the scLVM correction and (iii) with an ideal correction using the gold standard cell-cycle state. 
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The set of significant gene-gene correlations obtained with the scLVM correction was much more consistent with a gene correlation network based on the experimental staging than the set generated under the no-correction model ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), with the number of false-positive correlations reduced by three orders of magnitude (from 72,117 to 77). Finally, we compared the scLVM correction to a basic removal strategy, in which cell cycle-annotated genes (892 genes, Supplementary Table 1) were omitted from the analysis. A nonlinear principal component analysis (PCA) 31 on the data set from which cell-cycle annotated genes were removed yielded a clear separation of cells according to cell-cycle stage (Fig. 2b) . In contrast, when repeating the analysis using scLVM-corrected gene expression levels, the same separation of cells was not observed, showing that the cell cycle-related expression signature was effectively removed (Fig. 2c) . Further, to show that scLVM is specific in removing the effects of cell cycle-related variation, we considered a noncycling cell type (terminally differentiated neurons) as a negative control. Reassuringly, scLVM attributed more than 30% of variation to the cell cycle for only 27 genes, and the maximum proportion of variation attributed to the cell cycle for any single gene was 37%. In comparison, when we applied scLVM to cycling T cells, for 1,895 genes, more than 30% of variation was attributed to the cell cycle, with the maximum proportion for any single gene being 79% ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 7 ). These results give additional confidence that the variance estimates are accurately inferred. Finally, we repeated the validation of scLVM using a second previously published data set of 35 mESCs staged for the cell cycle, but prepared for sequencing with an alternative protocol (Quartz-Seq) 32 and cultured under different media conditions that are known to induce reduced variability in expression of cell-cycle genes 33 . Again, direct comparison of variance estimates from scLVM with the gold standard derived from the staging information of individual cells yielded good agreement ( Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9) . To assess the consistency of the expression signatures that are used by scLVM to infer the cell-to-cell covariance, we projected the 35 mESCs from this published data set onto the larger mESC validation data set discussed above. This analysis revealed that the expression signatures due to the cell cycle are robust across sequencing protocols, studies and experimental batch (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). In sum, these analyses provide confidence that our scLVM approach effectively accounts for latent factors such as the cell cycle.
Application of scLVM to identify cell populations in differentiating T H 2 cells
We next applied our scLVM approach to study a population of asynchronously differentiating T H 2 cells that have previously been profiled using single-cell RNA-seq 20, 25 . We observed that the cell cycle contributed markedly to gene expression variability, in particular for the set of genes with medium to high overall nontechnical variability (Fig. 3a) . Genome-wide, for 1,895 (27%) of these variable genes, the cell cycle accounted for more than 30% of the variance in expression across cells (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Figs. 11 and 12, and Supplementary Table 2 ), suggesting that the expression of many genes is affected by the cell cycle. When comparing the expression signatures of cell-cycle genes in the T H 2 cell type with those found in the mESC validation data set, we found striking agreement of the main axes of variation (PC1, r 2 = 0.998, Supplementary Fig. 10 ). This result strongly suggests that scLVM robustly captures cell cycle effects in the T H 2 data set.
Turning next to the question of whether pairs of genes show patterns of correlation between cells (gene-gene correlations), we observed a striking decrease in significant correlations after accounting for the cell cycle (P < 0.05, Bonferroni adjusted; Fig. 3b,c and Supplementary Fig. 11 ). This suggests that many of the genegene correlations observed in the initial data were driven by cell-cycle stage. Notably, the much smaller set of genes with significant correlation patterns after correction was enriched for genes involved in glycolysis 34 and for genes that mark the cellular response to IL-4 stimulation (Supplementary Table 3a) , both of which are key processes in T H 2 cell differentiation. In contrast, gene-gene variation obtained using uncorrected data yielded no enrichment for variation in expression of genes involved in glycolysis but instead identified genes that were enriched for cell cycle-related categories ( Supplementary  Table 3b ), again indicating that cell cycle, if not accounted for, is a major confounder of gene-gene correlations.
Next, we examined whether the cell-cycle correction facilitated by the scLVM model enabled a more reliable identification of subpopulations of cells. Without correction, a nonlinear PCA 31 revealed little structure in the data, with no obvious subgroups of the cells identified ( Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 11) . A similar lack of structure was observed when other clustering algorithms, including hierarchical and k-means clustering, were applied (data not shown). However, when applying the same nonlinear PCA approach to the cell cycle-corrected data, two clear subpopulations of cells were identified ( Fig. 3e; see Supplementary Data 1 for assignment of cells to clusters).
To investigate whether these two populations correspond to physiologically distinct subsets, we studied the set of 401 genes with significant differences in expression between the clusters (P < 0.05, Bonferroni adjusted; Supplementary (Fig. 3e) , suggesting that cells contained in that group represent fully differentiated T H 2 cells, whereas the left-hand population of cells correspond to a group that is only partially differentiated (Fig. 3e,f and Supplementary Fig. 13 ). Consistent with this observation, an analysis of 122 manually curated 'T H 2 signature' genes (Supplementary Table 5 ) revealed a significant enrichment in the set of 401 genes that were differentially expressed between the identified clusters (P = 0.001, Hypergeometric Test). Further, Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis showed that the differentially expressed genes contained statistically significant enrichments of genes involved in glycolysis, cellular response to IL-4 stimulation and positive regulation of B-cell proliferation (Supplementary Table 6 ). To establish whether the genes distinguishing the two clusters act in a coordinated manner, we studied their interactions using the STRING database 41 . This yielded a densely connected network with three major hubs, which were highly enriched for glycolysis, translational elongation and T-cell activation, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 14) . With glycolysis being a hallmark for T-cell activation 42 and T-cell activation being linked to increased translational activity 43 , this provides further evidence that the two clusters contain cells at different positions along the trajectory to becoming fully differentiated T H 2 cells.
Importantly, the cell-cycle correction afforded by scLVM not only enabled identification of two cell populations, but was also required for characterizing the two clusters. Testing for differential expression between the two identified populations of cells using the uncorrected data yielded only 7 genes whose transcription differed significantly between clusters (compared to 401 with the correction).
Accounting for more than one factor The scLVM approach can be applied to account for the effects of other factors, provided that an informative gene set is available. As an example, we extended the analysis of the T H 2 cells by simultaneously modeling the cell-cycle state and the T H 2 differentiation process as distinct factors. We used a set of 122 manually curated T H 2 signature genes (Supplementary Table 5 ), introduced earlier, to fit a T H 2 differentiation factor after removing the effects of the cell cycle. Although, in general, inference of multiple factors is statistically challenging, the much stronger effect of the cell-cycle factor helps to ensure that inference results are robust when considering different approaches (Supplementary Fig. 15 ; see Online Methods for a discussion of practical challenges). The joint analysis with both factors offered a more fine-grained decomposition of expression variability, attributing expression variation of individual genes to cell-cycle effects, T H 2 differentiation and interactions between both factors (Fig. 4a) . The interaction component allows genes that are associated with T H 2 differentiation in a cell-cycle-stage-specific manner to be identified (Fig. 4b) . Although the overall variance due to these interaction effects was small, a set of 375 genes with strong interactions (explained variance >5%; Supplementary Table 7 Table 3 ). (d) Nonlinear PCA applied to the expression data set without cell-cycle correction. The color overlaid on each cell denotes the log 10 expression of Gata3 in that cell. (e,f) Nonlinear PCA applied to the expression data set with cell-cycle correction. The color overlaid on each cell denotes the cell cycle-corrected log 10 expression of Gata3 in that cell. The corrected data set revealed two distinct subclusters of cells, between which Gata3 (e) and, other factors important for proper T H 2 differentiation including receptor genes, cytokines and transcription factors (f) were differentially expressed (all P values < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 13 ).
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A n A ly s i s prominent candidates for effectors of the interplay between the cell cycle and T H 2 differentiation. Several T H 2 differentiation markers, including Batf and Il2ra, were among these genes (Fig. 4b) , and this set was enriched for positive cell proliferation and negative regulation of apoptosis (Supplementary Tables 8 and 9 ). This finding is consistent with the known link between differentiation and cell proliferation in T helper cells 44, 45 . Additionally, we investigated the relevance of the T H 2 factor when testing for gene-gene correlation networks (Fig. 4c) . The number of significant gene-gene correlations decreased markedly when including the additional T H 2-related factors (from 17,389 to 2,077), suggesting that the cell cycle, T H 2 differentiation and their interactions are the predominant sources of variation in this population of cells.
In summary, accounting for cell cycle-related variation by using scLVM is necessary both for identification and characterization of distinct populations of T cells that are at different stages of differentiation into mature T H 2 cells. We also applied scLVM to other single-cell RNA-seq data sets, including 34 human embryonic stem cells and a set of 90 cells from human preimplantation embryos 15 , which confirmed that the cell cycle explains substantial proportions of the variability in other contexts. Moreover, correcting for cell cycle as a confounder revealed otherwise hidden structure that might correlate with different cell populations in these independently generated, single-cell RNA-seq data sets (Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17) .
DISCUSSION
We have shown how heterogeneity in gene expression in single cells due to factors such as the cell cycle can compromise the interpretation of single-cell RNA-seq experiments. To overcome this problem we present a computational approach that effectively accounts for these confounding factors. This method (Fig. 1) builds on existing approaches for modeling gene expression heterogeneity in bulk data 22, 30 , which we here adapt to single-cell transcriptomics. We have validated our method using a large mESC data set in which the cellcycle stages of individual cells are known a priori (Fig. 2) and demonstrated the utility of our approach by applying it to obtain insights into T H 2 cell differentiation (Fig. 3) . We treated the cell cycle as a confounding variable in our study, but cycling-related processes may be of high interest in other contexts. This is exemplified in the analysis of the interaction between the effects of the T H 2 differentiation factor and the cell cycle (Fig. 4) . More generally, scLVM allows the user to model and account for latent factors of other predefined sets of genes, enabling the sources of variation in a wide range of single-cell RNAseq experiments to be studied. Our analysis of the T H 2 differentiation process uses a nonlinear PCA approach to uncover the differentiation structure. More generally, scLVM can be used to remove variation due to the cell cycle and other confounding factors before applying alternative downstream analytic strategies, such as Monocle 18 .
One important challenge when multiple confounding factors are considered is to ensure that the model remains statistically identifiable, such that the effect of each individual factor can be robustly estimated. This may be of particular concern if multiple weak and nonindependent factors are present. Finally, we note that there remain open questions regarding the best way to process single-cell RNA-seq data 46 . In particular, our scLVM approach could be refined in several ways. For example, statistics to formally test for the presence of a particular factor might be warranted and scLVM could also be coupled with methods to reconstruct pseudo-temporal trajectories 18 . Also, comprehensive methods to properly normalize RNA-seq data within and across multiple independent single-cell transcriptome experiments are an important area of future work.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Accession codes. mESC data have been deposited at ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-2805. RNA-seq data from the T H 2 cells have previously been described 20, 25 and are available under at ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-2512. Cell cycle-corrected and uncorrected expression values for the T-cell data as well as the mESC data are provided as Supplementary  Data 1 and 2 . An open source software implementation of scLVM is freely available on GitHub: https://github.com/PMBio/scLVM. Figure 18 . In brief, Rex1-GFP-expressing mESCs (Rex1-GFP mESCs) were cultured on gelatin-coated dishes using serum-free NDiff 227 medium (Stem Cells Inc.) supplemented with 2i inhibitors. Hoechst staining (Hoechst 33342; Invitrogen) was optimized for Rex1-GFP mESC, and cells were sorted using FACS (MO-FLO XDP; Beckmann Coulter) for respective cell-cycle fractions (G1, S and G2M phase). Single-cell RNA-seq was done using the C1 Single Cell Auto Prep System (Fluidigm; 100-7000). After normalization and estimation of technical noise using ERCC spike-ins (see RNA-seq normalization and estimation of technical noise), we retained a set of 9,571 genes for analysis with variation above the technical background level (FDR <0.1;
Supplementary Data 1).
To account for errors in the assignment of a cell-cycle phase using the Hoechst staining (e.g., due to cells cycling after FACS sorting), we performed an additional filtering step based on the ERCC spike-ins. We reasoned that for cells within a cell-cycle phase, the ratio of endogenous reads to total mapped reads-which can be interpreted as a proxy for cell size-should follow a narrow distribution. Therefore, we excluded cells where the difference between this ratio and its median within a cell-cycle phase exceeded one median absolute deviation (Supplementary Fig. 19 ). This resulted in a filtered set of 59 cells in G1 phase, 58 cells in S phase and 65 cells in G2M phase. Analysis results for the unfiltered data are shown in Supplementary Figure 20 (see Supplementary Notes for full details), leading to consistent overall conclusions.
Mouse ESC data (Quartz-Seq protocol). We used the normalized data and counts from the primary publication 32 . These data consist of gene expression level estimates, obtained using the Quartz-Seq protocol, for 35 mESCs, where the cell-cycle state of each cell is known a priori (7 S, 8 G2M and 20 G1 cells) . FACS sorting the distribution of the Hoechst 33342-stained cell area with gates corresponding to G1, S and G2/M phases was used to establish the cell-cycle state before processing. In this particular data set, technical noise cannot be reliably estimated owing to the lack of spike-ins. Consequently, we estimated the amount of technical (null) noise expected for genes with variable levels of expression using a log-linear fit between the expression mean and the squared coefficient of variation between cells, approximating the typical fitting procedure when spike-ins are available (Supplementary Fig. 1b) . This approach yielded a total of 5,546 highly variable genes (FDR< 0.1; see RNAseq normalization below).
T-cell data. Generation of the T-cell data has been described in detail previously 20, 25 . In brief, untouched Naïve CD4+ cells from spleens of IL-13eGFP Balb/c mice were negatively selected and differentiated toward T H 2 in anti-CD3/CD28 coated plates. CellTrace Violet staining was performed according to manufacturer's instructions. After 4.5 d of activation cells were sorted according to presence/absence of GFP and number of cell division. In particular GFP-Negative cells that had undergone 2 cycles of cell division and GFP-Positive cells that had divided 4 times were then pooled in 1:1 ratio and loaded on a C1 machine for capturing. Duplets and cells with low yield or poor quality cDNA were removed, yielding 81 cells for analysis. After normalization and estimation of technical noise using ERCC spike-ins (see RNA-seq normalization and estimation of technical noise), we retained a set of 7,073 genes for analysis with variation above the technical background level (FDR <0.1; Supplementary Data 2) .
RNA-seq normalization and estimation of technical noise. For the T-cell data, raw read counts were normalized using the approach proposed in DESeq 47 , deriving size factors for each cell from the ERCC spike-ins. Estimates of the technical variability were also derived using the ERCC spike-ins, adapting the approach in Brennecke et al. 20 (Supplementary Fig. 1a) . We omitted the normalization for cell size as proposed previously 20 because the computational correction by scLVM yielded much better results (Supplementary Fig. 21 ). This is likely explained by noting that cell size and cell cycle are correlated, thus the normalization proposed by Brennecke et al. reduces the amount of information available for inferring cell-cell correlations due to cell cycle; see also Supplementary Figure 21 and discussion in Supplementary Notes. To determine genes with high biological variability, we followed Brennecke et al. 20 and tested against the null hypothesis that the biological coefficient of variation is at most 50% (at 10% FDR, Supplementary Notes). This justifies ignoring Poisson shot noise because of the large proportion of technical noise of genes expressed at low levels (see ref. 20 and details below). For the Quartz-Seq mESC data no spike-ins were available; we therefore used fragments per kilobase of transcript per million fragments mapped (FPKM) expression estimates as provided by the authors. Because there were no spike-ins, we estimated the baseline variability using a log-linear fit to describe the relationship between mean and squared coefficient of variation overall (Supplementary Fig. 1c) . All subsequent analyses were carried out on log-transformed normalized count values and log-transformed FPKM estimates for the T-cell and newly generated mESC data and the Quartz-Seq mESC data, respectively. scLVM method. The scLVM algorithm is a two-step approach. First, one or more covariance structures are inferred from genes that are annotated to hidden factors such as cell-cycle progression. Subsequently, these covariance structures can be used to account for the hidden factors as random effects in a mixed model, allowing the variance in expression for each gene to be decomposed into a technical, a biological and a separate component for each hidden factor. Additionally, the hidden factors can be accounted for when performing pairwise gene-gene correlation analyses, and further allow 'corrected' residual gene expression data sets to be generated. scLVM is closely related to previous approaches that correct for hidden confounding factors in gene expression data 21, 48 and the inference employed to fit hidden factors builds on the PANAMA model 30 .
Briefly, the fitting process uses Gaussian Process Latent variable models (GPLVMs) 31 , a recent development in machine learning and statistics. The approach resembles a PCA on genes annotated to a hidden factor (such as cell cycle). However, instead of explicitly reconstructing PCA loadings and scores, the GPLVM approach fits a low-rank cell-to-cell covariance to the observed gene expression matrix of these genes. Related approaches have been proposed to account for relatedness between individuals in the context of expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) studies 30 , where an individual-to-individual covariance is inferred to explain the heterogeneity in gene expression levels between individuals rather than cells.
More specifically, for any gene g that is annotated to the hidden factor under consideration, its expression profile y g across cells is modeled as where X represents the hidden factor (such as cell cycle), C corresponds to additional observed covariates (if available) and ν g 2 denotes the residual variance. Because the same distributional assumptions are shared across a large set of genes in the annotated set, the state of the hidden variables X and the remaining covariance parameters can be robustly inferred by means of standard maximum likelihood approaches (Supplementary Notes). Once X is inferred, we calculate the covariance structure between cells, which is induced by the hidden factor as Σ = XX T . An important choice when fitting the model is the dimensionality of the hidden factor matrix, X, which corresponds to the rank of the cell-to-cell covariance matrix Σ. In the context of distinct factors such as the cell cycle or T H 2 differentiation, we found that a one-dimensional factor (rank one covariance) is commonly sufficient (see also the scree plots in Supplementary Fig. 22 and Choosing the rank of the cell-cycle factor). In general, the P-value distribution of a test statistic on the residual data set 48 , heuristic selection approaches 21 or hierarchical modeling to regularize the effective dimensionality of the hidden factor 22, 30 can also be employed (Supplementary Notes).
Alternative fitting approaches, including methods to account for multiplicative effects between covariates and hidden factors, are discussed in the Supplementary Notes. Once fitted, the covariance matrix Σ can be used for a range of analyses, using efficient implementations of linear mixed models 29, 49 to decompose variance, test for gene-gene correlations or produce residuals corrected for the latent factors under consideration.
Analysis of variance. To estimate the components of variance, scLVM employs a linear mixed model that is fitted to the expression levels of each gene, decomposing sources of variation. Contributions from hidden factors (1) (1) npg
